Task 1. Rewrite the sentences using the word/s given.

*The brown shoes are slightly more expensive than the green ones. (QUITE)

Task 2. If the sentence is faulty, correct it in written form or put down the odd word. (Numerals /prepositions / Reported speech/ Adjectives /Adverbs/ Relative Clauses)

*The cyclone has resulted from many thousands of deaths.

Task 3. Identify the one underlined expression that must be changed in order to correct the sentence. Write the correct variant.

*Jessica was complaining to the coach /A/ that she felt tired and told him she /B/ had to rest, but he /C/ encouraged not to quit and /D/ said she didn’t have much farther to go. (Answer: C- encouraged HER not to quit)

Task 4. Translate the words or phrases using the correct form, mind prepositions. (Prepositions LIST TERM 3)

*They __________ (представили на рассмотрение) their report us. (submitted their report to)

Task 5. Put each word in brackets into an appropriate form. (Adjectives /Adverbs - Degrees of comparison /Models)

Task 6. Write the correct phrasal verb to the definition in an appropriate form.

Don’t be ______ (to make sb believe sth that is not true) by his charm—he’s ruthless.

PART 2 (20 MIN)

Task 6. Translate the sentences using active vocabulary (Language leader Units 9-12).
PART 3
LISTENING COMPREHENSION - 20 min

PART 4
READING COMPREHENSION – 30 min
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Task I. Give the word / phrase to the definition (Government bodies)

*The upper house of the United States Congress, to which two members are elected from each state by popular vote for a six-year term. This term could also refer to this component of the state legislatures.

Task II. Give the word to the definition

*the general health, happiness and safety of a person, an animal or a group;

Task III. State the document and give the correct date

*Before landing at Plymouth the Pilgrims and the "strangers" signed ……in which they agreed to settle up "a civil body politic" to make "just and equal laws", the passengers promised to obey these laws.

Task IV. Name the Presidents for each event / deed / fact of history they can be associated with.

*The first President; unified the new nation and shaped the chief executive's duties. He refused to run for a third term.